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Comments for application: 

 Dropdown and autofill for planning area 

 Pie chart toggle is not obvious 

 Must put legend and % for pie chart 

 IE not optimized 

 57 transactions, not projects 

 Expected output for sub-sale condominium 

 Viewing percentile is not clear enough 

 Confusion over percentiles, looking for 10%, 20%… 90% percentile. 

 Dragging of slider is confusing. 

 Combine line chart with bar chart 

 Space out the percentile line x-domain 

 Data table: include sale type  sub-sale, resale 

 Map: Zooming for cluster points 

 Map: zooming, looking at projects or number of transactions 

 Description: Put location info with project name, grouping of information 

 Heatmap: give a scale 

 Marker: not clear in the different type of markers 

 Project description: look at how companies market their product (tableau, competitors) 

 Think of iPad users 

 Provide slider for price range (set the default values to lowest and highest amount of property 

prices) 

 Compare application to competitors 

 

Analysts daily work: 

- Project is launched, send people to the show flat 

- Prices of the new projects, compared to projects around the other projects 

Example: Sorrento: 

- Location: clementi and queenstown 

- Find nearby projects and transaction prices 

- Find planning area of the projects (visualizing is important) 

- Download transactions of past 12 months (new sale transactions) from the launch date 

- Developer’s pricing strategy 

- Table 

- Freehold, address, average price 

- Firstly: sorted by type of sale 

- Compare nearby projects, with the median prices 



- Showflat report: Land tenure, number of unites, number of units sold 

- Look at market segments instead (realis ccr[higher tier homes], rcr[middle region homes] and 

ocr[mass market])  

- Using realis to generate some reports  will be good 

- Competitors: use squarefoot 

- Compare by projects: see the new launch, whether the developers are selling prices at a higher 

price or lower price 

- Search by project instead of planning area : useful  

- Look at transaction and tenure (whether the projects of the other projects are the same) (only 

by 999years, 99years) 

- Able to download filtered data will be USEFUL!!! 

- INPUT FIELDS: Price range of the new projects launched (average price) 

o Because the projects are too new 

- Map: show the nearby projects around the input project  

- USEFUL: to show distance between each projects 

o Show top 3 or 4 projects 

- Time taken to complete everything: 

o Preparation process duration: 3hours 

Ipad: 

- Mouseover event is not happening. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT! 

- Default typeface (must have default inputs in the text boxes) 

- Slider for mobile is very laggy 

o Is it the event called? 

o Is it not optimized for mobile? 

o Is it the coding or the library used? Can show the loading icon when loading the 

documents. 

o Clicking of icons is too small 

 45px x 45px 

- Look out for the priority charts or details 

- Outfront look: don’t know what is the property type, forcing the user to take note of the charts 

- Categorize type of price (psf and psm) 

 

- Fix the top navigation tool (choosing to collapse the side panel must scroll up to the top again) 

 

- Cost of PostGIS and its efficiency 

 

- Spatial analysis of the project 

 

- Can pitch in this manner:  

 

o compare analysis with competitors and their strength 

o nearby amenities and what it means 


